A TASCA – WINE MENU
RED WINE
House Wine
Glass (175ml)
Half a Litre Jug
One Litre Jug

£3.25
£7.50
£13.50

Porta da Ravessa (Alentejo)

£14.95

Created with local grape varieties, predominantly Trincadeira, Aragonez, Alicante Bouschet and
Castelao, it has an intense ruby colour and red fruit flavour together with a velvety taste.

Borba (Alentejo)

£15.95

From traditional grapes varieties made from Aragonez, Trincadeira and Alicante Bouschet, this
red wine is ruby coloured, with a fruity aroma, a smooth flavour and round tannins.

Monte Velho (Alentejo)

£17.95

From Esporao estates vineyards using Alentejo grape varieties, this wine shows complex ripe fruit
and oak characters with good depth of fruit on the palate and a soft tannic structure.

Dao Cabriz (Dao)

£15.95

Made from carefully selected and vinified grape varieties Touriga-Nacional, Tinta-Roriz and
Alfrocheiro, this wine aged 6 months in french oak barrels, to enhance its full potential. Intense
and distinct colour, complex aroma and smooth palate. It is a good representative of the modern
Dao region.

Sao Domingos Bairrada (Bairrada)

£14.95

Made from Baga grapes with a little Castelao and Tinta Pinheira, this is a red Bairrada which the
portuguese judges considered worthy of a gold

Corpus (Douro)
Douro: The birth place of all Port wines. The region, declared world heritage by UNESCO for the
excellence of its wines and the unique setting of its vine plantations, is at the forefront of
Portuguese quality wines. And then, there are wines which deserve to be called special among the
special. Corpus is such a wine. Its high level of concentration is evident in the dark colour and the
intense nose with the typical aromas of the Touriga Nacional and the Touriga Franca grapes
together with rustic plants and subtle minerality. In the mouth it is enticing, full-bodied but fine
and elegant, a vigorous warrior with the sensitivity of an artist. A long intense finish puts the
crown on an unforgettable experience which someone once expressed as a true orgy of the senses,
the theme now displayed on the bottle label by the hand of well known architect Siza Vieira.
Enjoy!

£29.95

A TASCA – WINE MENU
White WINE
House Wine
Glass (175ml)
Half a Litre Jug
One Litre Jug

£3.25
£7.00
£12.50

Porta da Ravessa (Alentejo) Medium Dry

£13.95

This wine is created with local grape varieties, predominantly Roupeiro, Arinto and Fernao Pires.
It has a citrus yellow colour and an intense fruity flavour.

Borba (Alentejo) Medium Dry

£14.95

From traditional grapes varieties made from Roupeiro, Tamarez and Antao Vaz, this clean white
wine is citrus yellow coloured, with a fruity aroma, a smooth fresh flavour and fruity finish.

Monte Velho (Alentejo) Medium

£16.95

From regional grape varieties, Roupeiro, Antao Vaz and Perrum, this fresh and aromatic wine
is produced with a well balanced fruity palate and a clean acid finish.

Sao Domingos Bairrada (Bairrada) Medium Dry

£13.95

A delightful white, made from Bical, Maria Gomes and Arinto grapes. It displays a youthful, fresh,
floral aroma with citrus and pear notes. In the palate it feels creamy, with balanced acidity and
lively fruit. The finish is long, rounded and very refreshing.

Joao Pires (Terras do Sado) Medium Sweet
Unmistakable fragrance of 100% moscatel! The seductive power of this legendary wine discovered
in 1983 by the Australian winemaker Peter Bright lives on.

£17.95

VINHO VERDE
(Sparkling White)
£14.50

Casal Garcia
From the extensive vineyards of the Vinho Verde
region, elected grapes from the best varieties are
brought to our winery. The result is a young,
fruity and fresh wine ideal with light dishes or
just with good company.

£15.50

Muralhas de Moncao
A blend of Alvarinho and Trajadura varieties.
This medium to full bodied white sparkling wine
offers a heavy mouthfeel. Nice citrus fruit with
hints of melon and honeysuckle.

£17.60

Quinta da Aveleda
Fresh, fruity aroma, with hints of tropical fruits
and flowers. It feels dry with a long finish.

ROSE WINE
Mateus Rose
Individual Portion (0,25cl)

£3.50

Mateus

House Wine
Glass (175ml)
Half a Litre Jug
One Litre Jug
£13.50

Young, fresh, fruity and versatile wine. Being an
excellent aperitif, it is also the ideal accompaniment
to Portuguese food, barbecues, salads and shellfish.

Portuguese Rose

£13.40

Appealing, bright, rose-pink in appearance, with wild
strawberries on the nose and a fresh spritzy palate.

Casal Garcia
Exuberance of red fruit, full of vivacity in the mouth
and very well balanced, thats how the critics
described this new and fruity wine.

£14.50

£3.25
£7.50
£14.00

